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This research - analysis and criticism - the views of Shaykh 

Muhammad Rashid Rida 'in the issues of the Sunnah of the magazine 

"Al-Manar", and the goal to reach to the fact that his position on many 

of its issues, especially those raised around opponents of the year - 

from the Orientalists and influenced by them Muslims - a number of 

suspicions.  

   Necessitated this study, the research to an introductory chapter, three 

main chapters, which try to access a range of results and conclusions.  

   Address the introductory chapter a brief description of Sheikh 

Mohammed Rashid Rida ', and the highlight of his scientific, together 

with the range of his advocacy and reform, which included a march of 

his eventful life, and eat this chapter also a definition and description 

of the magazine "Al-Manar," which was the scene broadcast by the' 

views on various issues and questions and kept up his scientific career 

for more than three and a half decades; was - this account - worthy of 

attention and study.  

   The chapters of the three research; were devoted to study the views 

of Rashid Rida in cases of the year; study analysis and criticism; 

addressed the first of which opinion 'within the meaning of the term 

"year", and the choice of decision are in a language known 

predecessor does not mean only enacted × process, the study showed 

how the branch for This opinion; his doctrine of non-Sunnah 

anecdotal, as this chapter also dealt with his opinion on the news of 

one argument, and how that position was troubled in this case; 

sentenced testified science sometimes, and decided not to authoritative 

positions in the last of his testimony, probably.  

   The second chapter allotting a reasonable to examine his views on 

the issues of codification of the Sunnah and the fairness of the 

narrators, and concluded the researcher that Rashid Rida 'view that the 

Prophet × forbade his companions from the codification of the 

modern, and they, in turn, hated it, and forbade him, and his opinion 

that the result of creature' in the provision of accounts to prevent 

Blogging the stories of the permission in it, and clarified the study that 

'the objectivity in the study of this issue, where the arbitrariness in the 

revocation significant novels permission blogging Bmslk questioning 

the subsequent leveling off, or exchange their significance, but the 

issue of justice narrators; handled in this chapter three important 
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issues, the first justice companions , and concluded that the Sheikh 

rational finds it a majority in the right; because some of the 

companions - in his view - have committed what invalidates justice, 

and the second issue Vtalguet position of the great companion Abu 

Huraira _ narrator Islam first, and study highlighted the defense 

Sheikh Rashid Rida clear statement on the fairness and truthfulness _.  

   The third issue is his opinion on the fairness of a Muslim people of 

the book - of narrators - and how it was characterized by its position 

clear prejudice them.  

   While holding the third and final chapter of the position statement of 

Rashid correct overall and detailed, a representative of the 

remembrance of the models of the conversations, which was 

criticized, trying to highlight the monetary approach.  

   The research concluded with a host of findings and 

recommendations.  
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